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VE:U:M1\N, JEANNElTE
BI(X;RAPHlCAL 5KEITCH AND SlJM.lARY OF = 5

Miss Jeannette Veldrran was born in Grand Rapids, Michigan on Noverrber 23,
1901.

She is the daughter of Hemy Veldrren, a businessrran fran Grand Rapids,

and Jennie (Tangenberg) Veldman of Holland.

Miss Ve1dJran attended Hope

Prep and she graduated han Hope College in 1926 with an A.B. degree and a

Scienre ertP1asis.

She also did graduate work at COltuTbia University fran

1945-1946, receiving her M.A. in Nursing Education and Administration.

She

also studied. at Davenport Business College, Chicago Presbyterian Hospital,
the Universi ty of california at Berkeley, Hartford Seminary, and. the

Maternity center Association of New York City.
Miss veldman arrived in C1.ina on Septerrber 26, 1930.

Her first year was

prinarily occupied by language study and cultural adjustrrent in O1ang chou.
After a year in 01ang mOll she was app:>inted to the Hope-Wilhelmina Ibspital

in Arroy, the Refo:rmed O1urd1's largest hospital in China.

She was involved

in teaching and training graduate and stl.rlent nurses, as well as checking
and guiding hospital activities.
and Nursing Education.

For many years she was Director of Nursing

She used her furloughs and the Japanese interruption

to take regresher courses and ~n her exp=.rtise in hospital administration.

Returning fran a furlough in 1938, she was forced by the Shanghai inci-

dent to detour via India and \'.Ork for a year at Sctrlder Merrorial Hospital.
Returning to O1ina, she again served at the Hope-Wilhelmina lbspital in
IYroy.

Fran Decenber 8, 1941 until 1943 she was interned by the Japarese.

From 1943 until she was able to return to

Orina, she studied. Mandarin at the

University of california, Berkeley , for a year arrl received her Masters
degree fran Colurrbia University Teacher I s College.

In the beginning of

1947, Miss Veldm3.n returned to Cllina and she stayed Wltil 1951.

v

After being forced to leave Orina, Miss Veldman a:ntin\Ed her missi<::nary

career in Arabia.

She retired. fran the mission field in 1968, but her inter-

est curl active involverrent in mission work cont.i..mJes th.roucjl her work for
the Portable IEcording Ministries in Holland, Michigan.

Miss veldman's two interviews incl1.rle very lively curl infonnative

accounts of the way in \'.hich she becarre a Oli.na missionary, the developnent
of nursing education in krr:Jy under Jean Nieriluis arxl herself, the
intemrrent of Arrerican missionaries urrler the Japanese, and life under the

camuni.sts .
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INTERVIEW I

VANDER HAAR:

VELDMAN:

Why did you choose a career in missions?

This is a question lIve been asked many times, and

actually the answer is one word: "God."

It was God I 5 doings

because I had absolutely no thought in my mind at all of ever
doing this kind of work.

I was brought up in a Christian family,

but I had no contact with missionaries as such.

When I was 18,

(I had left high school at 14), and had done a year

12 months

at Davenport Business College in Grand Rapids where we lived, and
was working and happy in it, one night when I was alone in the
ki tchen at home, the thought j list came to me, "Why don 1 t you go

to college and learn to be a missionary?"

For a second I laughed

and wondered to myself, "ls 1 t being a missionary or the fun of

being with college kids that attracts?"

But the thought of going

to college in preparation for being a missionary persisted.

Imme-

diately then, and always since, it was to me God speaking and
telling me that He wanted me to be a missionary.
then or ever later of other than obeying it.
began.

I had no thought

So that's how it

I worked and started saving money which I hadn't been

doing -- there was no reason for me to do it

and finished

high school, a couple of years of Hope prep, and went on to Hope
College.

So the only reason was because God was after me and

kept pointing, "This is it.

Go.

II
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VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

There weren't any conferences that you attended?

No, I attended no conferences.

There was one thing

in my mind I had felt, from the time I was very young: I felt
very very close to God.

I have had no period of time as people

do that this 1s when I became a Christian.
that time.

I just don't know

And I don't really know the time when I didn't feel

as if I wanted to do the Lord's will.

So there was that, and

of course, being brought up in a home where the Lord 1 s will 1s

very important, I'm sure that had something to do with it.

But

as far as ! being a missionary, there was just no thought of
it.

And I'd only met one -- I can't think of his first name

Van Bronkoister, who lived in our home for a summer when he was

a student pastor in our church.
a missionary to Japan.
VANDER HAAR:

And he was on his way to being

That's the only direct contact I had.

What was your perception of what a missionary

was at that time?
VELDMAN:

Oh, I suppose like most people you go out and give

the Gospel under a tree somewhere.

I don't know if it was

under a tree, but anyway it was just going out and giving the
Gospel.

I really didn't know.

The very fact that the thought

came to me to go to college "to learn to be a missionary" -I didn't know what it was to be, but just that was the next
thing to do.
VANDER HAAR:

How did you get involved in nursing then?
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VELDMAN:

Nursing?

When in Prep I soon became a member of the

Student Volunteer Movement -- all members had "foreign missionary service" in mind.

In Chapel services we had missionaries

come to speak frequently (daily required Chapel services).

These speakers built up the thought of medical work for me
thatfs why I took the nScience Course!! in college.

Medicine

meant more money and I didn't really have that, and the need
for nurses was also presented to me. Then I went to college,

and I went to conferences, and they wanted nurses, and the
whole thing was guided by the Lord all the way through.
VANDER HAAR:

I imagine that your view of what a missionary did

changed quite a bit over the years?
VELDMAN:

Or didn't it really?

Well, I do think, the first thing, of course, is to

give the Gospel.

If you're a committed Christian, you're just

as much a missionary as I.

I feel that very strongly.

When

I'm speaking, I often say, "II d like each of you, in your own
mind, to give your definition of a Christian, and the second
question is 'What is your definition of a missionary?' and
before God, what is the difference?"
a committed Christian 1s a missionary.

From my point of view,
It doesn't make too

much difference.

VANDER HAAR:

Did you have an idea that you wanted to go to

China particularly?
VELDMAN:

No, I didn't want to go anyWhere out of this country.

I wanted to do the Lord's will, but I wanted to do it in this

4
country, and I told Him that many times.

But I said.) "Let me

stay in this country, but I do want to do Your will. 1I

That

was all through college, and then when I was a graduate nurse,
I was in charge of a department at Presbyterian Chicago where

I took my nursing, and then the horne board asked if I would
go to Grayhawk, Kentucky, so I snatched onto that and said,
"Thank you, Lord, You're going to let me stay here after all.

1I

But then the Reformed Church closed the medical department at
Grayhawk.

There were other little things.

By this time, the

Reformed Foreign Board -- there were two boards at that time -had already contacted me before I graduated from Presbyterian

Chicago.

There was a national organization, Student Volunteers,

where anyone intending to be a missionary in those days could
become a member if he or she wanted.

They reported my inclina-

tions to the RCA board -- I never did -- and then the Board
wrote to me before I graduated at Presbyterian.

I was not too

ready to return the application, and stuck it in my drawer
and finally they wrote me again and I thought that at least I
should be courteous, so I filled it out as poorly as possible.
For instance, under IIHow are you in languages?"

I said nPoor."

I thought I'd make it as negative as I could and be honest.
Then I was in Kentucky for a year and the next year I went out
to China.

I can only say it's the Lord pointing.

And I did

want to do His will -- that was the major thing, but then I
would

have liked to have done it in the States, but now I

wouldn't have changed for anything.
fantastic life and it still is.

It was fantastic -- a very
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VANDER HAAR:

You arr1ved 1n Ch1na 1n September of 1930.

Do

you remember any first impressions?

VELDMAN:

Oh!

I'll never forget them.

culture shock.

It was dirty.

I had a real, real

Apologies to my dear friends

because I wouldn't want to hurt them ... But to me coming from
here, and you must remember, too, that in those days we had
absolutely no preparation here -- not even a suggestion as to
what book to read.

So we arrived there simply cold, so to speak,

with no amount of preparation.

VANDER HAAR:

So you knew very little about China when you

arrived.
VELDMAN:

Really, almost nothing.

I just felt for months --

they always asked new missionaries to write their impressions
well, I couldn't.

It was Just a real culture shock.

way of putting it into words.
one:

The Belt Moves On.

It was weeks.

I have no

Finally I wrote

I was feeling that I was on a belt

and just k1nd of g01ng through and not even part of 1t.
VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

What did you mean by lithe belt?1I

I was sitting on the belt -- I was not part of all

of this around me at all.

I was just a spectator going through

and v1ew1ng 1t, but I just d1dn't feel a part of 1t.
VANDER HAAR:

What type of problems d1d you have as a new

foreigner in China?
to the culture.

Particularly as a missionary, relating

6
VELDMAN:

What I say was the whole newness of it, but other

than that, I don't remember any particular problem.
have problems;
VANDER HAAR:

VELDMAN:

I don't

I just have challenges.
What kind of challenges were there?

(laughter) Well, the language, of course, was one.

Everybody has that -- when you get there, you can't say anything.

You can't talk to the people, but you did go to a group

of missionaries who spoke your own language, so you could speak
English, but you couldn't speak to the others.
very very friendly.

We never felt an antagonistic spirit as

far as the Chinese toward us were concerned.
any of that.
about it.

Everybody was

There just wasn't

At least I never experienced it nor did I hear

I really am not aware of any problem as such except

that first cultural shock.
VANDER HAAR:

When you read histories of the er.a -- the 20's

in China -- and particularly 1927 and '28, they say there was
a lot of anti-foreign and anti-Christian types of feelings.
You weren't really aware of this at all as you were getting
into it?
VELDMAN:

No, and that often disturbs me because they make such

generalizations and so many of the things that they say, if I
were saying it, I wouldn't include them at all.

It's a whole

lot of generalizations that either I didn't feel them, or we
didn't have them in the area and we didn't seem to talk about
them.

And we did a lot of talking together.
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VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

You and the Chinese?

Chinese and the missionaries.

missionaries, too.

there in 1842.

We had English

The Reformed Church was the first mission

After the Reformed Church mlss1onari'es had

been there for a few years, then the English missionaries came.
So we worked with them.

We worked very closely with all of

them and very closely with the Chinese, but I was not aware
of a

lot of the things that they talk about.

VANDER HAAR:

In 1931 already you were in Chang chou.

Were

you at the hospital there?

VELDMAN:

No.

In 1930 I went to Chang chou for language study

presumably, but medical people in most missions don't get a

regular language study.

We get the language, but we may have

more interruptions than others because if someone is very 111,
and one of the missionaries, Mrs. Poppen, was very ill, so then
two of us nurses went out at the sam~lme.

We were both called

back to Arnoy to take care of her, one doing night and one doing
day duty.

There was only one mission nurse at the hospital at

the time, and, of course, she had all the other mission responsibilities.

So, our language study was interrupted, but as we

were doing this, we were also getting some language study from it.
VANDER HAAR:

Already, according to the mission reports in 1931,

you had to evacuate from Chang chou because of the Communists
corning in.
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VELDMAN:

I don't remember that they evacuated.

Chang chou, certainly not.

No, not

Mrs. Vander Meer talked a little

about that as you remember, and she was up in Sio-khe, but it
wasn't Communists always, it also was the bandits.

In 1929,

from Leng-na, which was still farther interior, missionaries
did have to leave there because of Communists.
Holleman was taken by the Communists

J

Dr. Clarence

but the Reds -- we didn't

say "Communists," we called them IIReds l1 because it's a literal
translation of the Chinese -- and his family and the Poppen
family.

Dr. Henry Poppen was in Arnoy for business, so he was

not there, but the family had been notified by the Chinese and
they (the Chinese) got the families out.

But Dr. Holleman

didn't get that notice, so he was captured by the Communists.
He also, through the help of the Chinese, escaped.
was 1929.

But that

And that was the Reds, and it was a group in charge

of Mao Tse-tung.
VANDER HAAR:

So you don't recall any evacuation from Chang

chou the first time you were there?
VELDMAN:

No.

The bandits might have made them come in from

Sio-khe, but the Communists, the Reds, did not come into those
areas in that extent at that time.

But we always were under

the shadow of the Reds all the time I was there, and the
bandits, and everything we planned was if they don't come
if the Reds or the bandits don't disrupt, then we'll try to
do this thing.
right ahead.

But we did not let it stop our work, we went
They were always sort of in the background.
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VANDER HAAR:

Did you have to evacuate any time when you

were in Chang chou?

VELDMAN:

No. No, I didn't.

the hospital.

In 1931, I was back in Arnoy in

It must have been ... I'm not sure just what

month, but I know I was there October, November, undoubtedly
shortly after the summer.

I was there 1n the summer as far

as I remember, the summer of 1931.

[Later, when Miss Veldman

was questioned 1n writing 1n regard to an evacuation from
Chang chou due to the Communists, being confronted with the
fact that several other sources had affirmatively indicated
this, she wrote in response:

From summer 1931 I was working

on Kulangsu, so any evacuation from Chang chou would be after
that.

Missionaries often had to travel to Arnoy 1n line of

work -- those who worked up there would certainly know more
than I remember.

If they say they evacuated for a short time,

or however long, because of the Reds, I readily submit to them.
Very, very vaguely it seems to ring a bell ... J

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

Did you live on Arnoy or in Kulangs.?

It's all the same.

When we say Arnoy Mission, we1re

thinking of the whole area, and KUlangsu is just a very small
island situated in the Amoy area.

Amoy City was part of the

larger area of Arnoy, and Kulangsu really was part of that area,
too.

You don't really separate those two.

I was on the island

of Kulangsu.
VANDER HAAR:

But Kulangsu was an international settlement?
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VELDMAN:

Right.

VANDER HAAR:

Was it at all different living in an international

settlement?
VELDMAN:

At that time, no, not really because that didn't

appear different until Pearl Harbor time -- December B, 1941,
there, December 7th here.
VANDER HAAR:

What was it like living there in Amoy -- in

Kulangsu?
VELDMAN:

In what area do you mean?

VANDER HAAR:

You were working at the hospital at that time,

and you lived 1n a dormitory-type situation at the hospital?
VELDMAN:

Combination.

Jean Nienhuis and I had an apartment

on the third floor of the hospital.

Also, a new dormltery

was built in 1933, and then I had my study and sleeping area
over 1n the dorm, but we were always 1n the hospital on call
24 hours a day.
VANDER HAAR:

You said you were director of nursing there and

director of the hospital?

VELDMAN:

Director of nursing education and director of nursing.

When Jean was there, she was director of nursing, and I did
the education part of it.
would have to take it over.
also took it.

But she was ill quite a lot, so I
When she went upcountry, then I

It's a little bit hard to keep all those dates,

but that's basically how it was.
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VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

What would you do there?

Brother, you're in charge of everything.

You have

to remember that nursing was in its primary stage at that
time.

The first nurses had barely graduated when I arrived,

and they were nurses who had not all had even sixth grade,
and that was back in 1930 and 1931.

When we had to leave in

1951, to give you a contrast, they were all high school graduates,
and we then had a very excellent school of nursing and high
standards.

When we began we had some boys.

Later we didn't

take the boys becuase they didn't really want to stay in nursing.
You have a lot of help from your Chinese; the Chinese were very
very loyal.

I can't say enough for them.

friends and I enjoyed it very much.
there were an open
loyal.

I'd go back tomorrow if

road and do it over, but they were very

You did not have nursing in that very early time of

'30-'31 as we think of nursing here.
the

They were marvelous

~en's ~ospital

They didn't yet go to

to work, that all had to come gradually.

Miss Jean Nienhuis had gone out in 1920 to Kulangsu, Amoy,
and did the first modern nursing in the Men's

~ospital.

There

was then a Dutch (from the Netherlands) in charge of the women's
hospital when Jean arrived.

The Dutch nurse (Miss Mermansp?)

had left some years before I arrived, and Jean was in charge
of the patients, cleaning, laundry, sewing, etc., in the whole
hospital, including surgery department.

In 1926, at the

encouragement of the NAC (Nurses l Association of China - begun
some years previously by m1ssionaires from the larger cities
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and therefore more advanced in modern nursing development) in
Shanghai, she began taking in students (young boys and girls)
any time of the year -- one at a time often -- and thus she

began the first school of nursing in South Fukien.

She had

been teaching these young Chinese students about four years
in a formal way, and had them organized into classes, when I
arrived in 1930.

The missionary doctors were always very help-

ful and cooperative in helping to teach nursing students.
Dr. Clarence Holleman was especially cooperative and helpful
in this.

The door between the men's section and women's section

of the hospital was locked early in the evening to 'protect'

the women and their honor.

This was still true when I came

in 1930.

As I've often said -- I've gone around the world trying
to tell women how important they are -- they're just as good
as men and even better.

Apologies to present company.

But

one had to do it in order to get them to feel for themselves.
I'm not a women's libber, but I mean at the same time the
nursing standards were low, and the thought to be a teacher
was fine, but poor students could come into nursing or become
a pastor.
raised.

You see, there were standards that hadn't been
Later, when we got some of the cream of the senior

class of the high schools, people began to wonder, and we tried
I always tried to push to pay the very highest

salaries we

could, because if a person gets paid a high salary, it

autom~-

ically raises people's thinking of the standard of the work.
And then in all departments, Whether it's the laundry or whether
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it's the sewing, everything had to be made, whatever the
patients wore, your sheets, you made them all.
them,and you put patches on patches.

And you patched

And the servants and as

the nurses developed, as nursing as such developed, the Chinese

took over more and more.
of that.

You saw a gradual elevation of all

And a lot of teaching on the floors, in the departments,

as well as in the classrooms, in Chinese.

So we had to supervise

and guide the sewing woman, laundry women, cleaning, nursing care,
surgery, teaching program and teach daily both in the hospital

and in the class rooms, etc.

As nursing developed and we could

spare a full time R.N. for this (no one else then trained nor

available for hospital work), she was in charge of all the servants, orderlies throughout the hospital.

Also another R.N. in

charge of surgery and others in the various departments of the
hospital.

(These were graduates of the Hope and Wilhelmina

Hospital of Nursing, known in short in English as the Hope Hospital School of Nursing and in Chinese as K1u Se 1-1 or "Save the
World Hospital."

The name of the hospital:

Hope -- from Hope

College, the anchor of Hope, etc.; Wilhelmina:

Queen Wilhelmina

from the Netherlands at that time to whom Dr. Otte went to
collect funds for building the women1s section of the hospital.
He had been born in the Netherlands -- and it was through his
efforts too that the Dutch nurse came to the Amoy Mission to
help in the nursing.
buildings.

In the beginning there were two separate

Hope Hospital housed male patients and Wilhelmina

Hospital housed the female patients.

Later the two were connected
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by what was termed in Chinese as the " middle buildingl! which

housed kitchen, laundry on first floor, surgery second, room

for Nursing Supervisor or Director of Nursing on third}.
VANDER HAAR:
education.

You mentioned some of the cultural feelings about
Mrs. Vander Meer had said that it wasn't respectable

for Chinese girls to go into nursing.

Were there other areas

of cultural
VELDMAN:

Nursing especially.

Education, from your books you

will know, in China has always been highly respected.

An edu-

cated person was the respected person in a village or in a
community.

But it was thought important that the men had an

education, at least some of them -- they didn't all get it.
But the missions, I think, you will find this in your history,
education in any country for the general public and for girls
and women begins with Christians, and basically those are
missionaries.

And this is true of hospitals in any country;

they have been begun by Christians, or people who have been
influenced by Christians.

Americans may go abroad now, and

they may not necessarily be Christians -- the Peace Corps -but they have had a Christian background and it is a by-product
of Christianity that they're concerned about the general public.
At least I have found that all hospitals for the general public,
all schools for the general public,

including girls', were

begun by missionaries.
VANDER HAAR:

So you see that missions really brought hospitals

and education to the general public.
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VELDMAN:

Top medical care, right, hospitals, and education,

schools, right.

VANDER HAAR:

VELDMAN:

Were there other things they brought?

This 1s both a difficult question to answer and yet

so very self-evident if one compares countries or areas in the
same country where the Gospel of Jesus Christ has been taught
and accepted and those in which the people have never heard it;
thus, it 1s difficult to know how fairly to begin to enumerate.
In Arnoy, the first missionaries came in 1842
aries were the first

RCA mission-

so when I came they had been there more

than 100 years and a very strong, spiritual Church had been
established, Indiginolls.

Hospitals:

there was also a government

hospital, but as elsewhere I have visited or worked, the

in the mission hospital is so much kinder.

Schools:

spirit

the

standard of the mission school, and the conduct of the children
so much better.

Orphanages)

schools for women who had never

been privileged to go to school previously.
tor of all, but especially of the women.

Jesus is the libera-

Men in Christian homes

showed more respect for women and the homes were happier.

There

was more concern for other than 'my own family or tribe.'
Culture said:

IlCare for your own sick of course, but to care

for sick not your own is slave's work."

(This accounts for the

low value put on nursing as a profession in the beginning and
this usually is true, from my observation -- even in America
and England 1n the 1800 1 s -- everywhere.)

The women emerged

from being 'home bound' or in purdah by culture, to a wider
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world of interest, service, and enjoyment.
eVident.

Changed lives were

Church music was very evident and much enjoyed 1n

the Arnoy area; many of the people went on for specializing 1n
voice and piano, especially 1n college years.

The beginning

of this 1s largely credited to Mrs. H. M. Veenschoten, who
taught both voice and piano when she lived 1n Chang chou.

Arnoy

people seemed to have been endowed by God with very special

abilities 1n music.

There were choirs completely Chinese 1n

all of the larger churches, etc.
There was also the presence of strong committed Christians.
TRUSTWORTHINESS was more prevalent among Christians and this
was readily admitted by all:

"They are Christians, you can

trust them."

This may be wordy, but as I began, it is very difficult
to list the results of Jesus' having been in an area for more
than 100 years and His Church having been at work for all of
that time in a very committed way I
VANDER HAAR:

Were there cultural variations in the way you

taught or presented things--that you had to think as the
Chinese think as you were doing things?
VELDMAN:
don't you?

Well, you have to always go where your students are,
So you have to understand the background they have

as much as you can.

As a speciality in Chicago, I had done

contagious diseases, and when I first got there, I felt I was
1n the contagious disease department all the time.
a very receptive lot.

But they're

Of the people I've taught anywhere, they

were, in China, very receptive.

Most of them came from homes
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that did not use sheets on the bed, so you had to begin from
the beginning, and teach them "This 1s a sheet,
use them.

II

They didn't

They had other ways of having their beds made

without the way we do in a hospital.

It was different from

what I knew 1n an American hospital.

CARLSON:

Did you have trouble overcoming those types of things?

VELDMAN:

I didn't particularly, no.

I didn't expect to I guess.

It didn't bother me.

I don't remember any traumatic

experiences in that degree or that kind of thing at all.

It

was just a matter of beginning and learning how to say what
you wanted to say in Chinese, because I began teaching just
the very beginning of my second year when I couldn't really
speak Chinese.

I began what we coJl nursing arts, which 1s

how to do, and then my two favorite sentences were:
this way;

II

in a sense.

"Don't do it that way.

II

"00 it

We also taught doctors

We called them doctors then.

The mission doctors

kept them as apprentices, and one of these who had really
graduated from 6 or 7 years with one of our doctors was working
there then, and he knew English very well.
from the missionary working with him.
I'd get special words from him.
when you first come.

He got this English

Always before I taught,

Your language is a big barrier

We didn't study any phonetics, or any

"how to study language."

It was just getting into it and pick-

ing it up as you went along.
VANDER HAAR:
up?

How long did it take to really begin to pick it
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VELDMAN:

A part of that 1s your own personality.

An extrovert

can pick it up faster because if you're an extrovert, which I'm
not, you go out into the village and the one who went with me

1s much more an extrovert than I am, and she didn't mind at all.
She just went out and talked to the women of the village.
would be much more reticent.

tion.

I

That might partly have been educa-

She had not been to college.

I think sometimes the more

education you have, the more reticent you are because you know
what you don't know, and you're reticent and let it be known -that type of thing.

But she had done public health nursing and

she was very good about meeting people and talking with them.

But you get it.

I've learned many times over that God makes

it possible for you to get what you need to do the work He calls

you to.

And I never had any doubt in my mind that I would get

it, any more than I had any doubt that where I went to school
I wouldn't get what I was studying.

So I didn't suffer from

an inferiority complex in that sense.
VANDER HAAR:

With anyone you talk to, the language is a real

barrier.
VELDMAN:

It's a big, big thing.

work are such a big help.

And the people with whom you

They soon learn, which is not good

for your language study, but they soon learn your vocabulary
and they will talk to you in your vocabulary so that you can
understand each other.

But when they get among themselves, it's

you who are in trouble to get their vocabulary.
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CARLSON:

Did your stays at Kuliang resort help you out with

your culture shock, being up there with people who had been
there for a long time who could kind of show you the ropes?
VELDMAN:

By the time I went, it was my second summer.

gotten through really the culture shock.

It was

I had

very, I

would say, a severe culture shock when I first got there, but
by the time -- well, within the first year -- it was gone.
It just took the beginning -- I'm not even sure if 6 months.
I can't tell you exactly when I wrote that first article.

But

when I think now of going back to Kulangsu the people were very,
very kind to me and there was just no feeling of antagonism.
They were with you all the time, and you got to know them.

I

did think, when I was in the hospital in the early part (1930,
1931), I thought everybody looked alike because they all had
black hair and they all had brown eyes and they all looked alike

to me, but of course that wasn't any more true than that we look
alike.
VANDER HAAR:

Greg was looking through some of the letters you

have in the archives.

He noted one of the 6 nurses that first

year you were there had Red sympathies.

Do you remember that

at all?
VELDMAN:

Not the first year.

CARLSON:

Yes.

You noted that one of the girls had become a

sympathizer with the Reds.
VELDMAN:

A nurse had Red sympathies?
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CARLSON:

It was in the spring of 1931, at the end of the first

year of nurses'training.
VELDMAN:

That must be '51.

That's '51.

CARLSON:

You said the close of the first three years.

I

could be wrong, though.
VELDMAN:
this.

I would have to see those letters again to recall

Nothing comes to mind nor anyone at this time.

It must

have been a rather temporary thing and certainly nothing big.
VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

Directly, you mean now?

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

When was your first experience with the Reds?

Well, directly or through students.

As I said, we were in the shadow of them.

always aware that they were in the offing.
wanted to rule.

Students who would go home

We were

Of course, they
remember students

were with us 24 hours a day, they all lived, and all those who
worked, everybody lived there.

A couple hundred people were

living there part of the time.

That would be with the patients,

of course, I'm sure, but I mean that everybody was there, and
when they would go home for vacations, they would come back and
tell us what had happened.

I've forgotten completely if they

did come back and say they had this, because until 1950-1951,
in through there, then we definitely had two girls who were
very definitely leaning toward Communism.
only two girls, and they graduated.

But those were the

They were the only two
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girls who were with us three years and did not become Christians,
at least professing Christians.

One canlt look inside.

didn't insist that they had to be.

We

We tried to take in -- I'm

not too sure, offhand I'll say a third -- but we always tried
to take a proportion of non-Christians.

To keep the place with

a Christian influence we tried to have the majority Christians.

But many of our coolie class, and that sounds rather disrespect-

ful, but that's the way they talked about them there, many of
them were not Christians when they came in.

We had a very strong

government, and they organized a strong spiritual life group,

and they would be teaching patients.

They would be teaching

servants constantly from the Bible, the Hymnbook.

But the Reds

in the offing were always there, but not in direct contact with
us, except Dr. Holleman's in 1929.

And then we could not go

back into that area (Leng-na) for many years.

The next direct

one was '49, in October.
VANDER HAAR:

We'll get to that -- I guess we'll try to keep

it chronological.

You were there through -- when was your first

furlough?
VELDMAN:

1936, 37.

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

It ended up in '38 because we went to India.

You went to India because of the Japanese.

The lIJapanese Incident" in Shanghai.

who was then in charge cabled us.

Dr. Duke Potter

Two of us were traveling

back the long way on the German Lloyd because it was found out
that if you took that company's ships all the way to New York
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from Hong Kong, it was cheaper going that way than as we usually
did across the Pacific.
about that.

And so our Board was always very kind

They would give us the money for a direct route,

and then we could take any route we wanted provided we got back
to work when we were supposed to.
along that way.

So that's how we were going

We stopped in England, and so on.

And before

we got to Colombo in Ceylon which 1s now Srilanka, but before
we got there we got a cable from New York suggesting we go to
the Arcot mission becuase of the trouble in Shanghai.

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

Then you stayed in India for a year,

A short year.

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

And then were back to Kulangsu.

The cables were going back and forth from New York

and India.

They wanted all their nurses back because they

thought there might be trouble.
VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

And that was quite a decision.

Well, somehow yes, but I have to confess that the Lord

has always given me great confidence in Him.

If He wanted me

over there, then that was the thing to do, and where I wanted
to be.

Not that I don't have fears!

But I just feel that

where He wants you is where you belong if you're a Christian.
Also the challenge and need appealed.
VANDER HAAR:
the Japanese?

Did you get back before Amoy was taken over by
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VELDMAN:

Yes, definitely.

I was there 1n '38, and it wasn 1 t

taken over by the Japanese until '41.

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

Amoy itself became Japanese before '41.

Yes, you're right.

before then.

Arnoy itself was.

I was there

There are a lot of interesting things about that.

They took over 1n May of '39, no '38.

back in February.

May, '38.

Well, I was

May 12 is Florence Nightingale's birthday.

In order to promote nursing, I usually pushed an open house

day on May 12.

We had this all set up with the students, and

the graduates, the students especially, putting on a play, and

all this, that, and the other thing.

We had a chapel that

could hold a couple hundred people.

We always had to put up

a new platform if we put on a play.

This was all set up, but

instead of doing a play, we had wounded soldiers lying allover
the floor 1n the chapel and everywhere.

I literally stepped

over these people lying on the platform and on the floor.

I

remember thinking to myself "Florence Nightingale herself
couldn't ask for a better program than this for a demonstration
of nursing."
VANDER HAAR:

VELDMAN:

Both.

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

Were those Japanese soldiers then?

American and Japanese?

American, no.

were Chinese.

No American soldiers there.

There

The Japanese -- I think we did not have many
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Japanese soldiers.

I think they would have been taken to the

Japanese hospital.

There was

a Japanese hospital of a sort

there, and they would likely have gone there.

Japanese.

I do not remember

We would have taken them if they had wanted to come,

but I don1t remember them.
the two wars.

Remember I went through the war again with the

Communists later.
situation.

But of course, I have to think of

But going around, it was a very dramatic

On December 8, 1941, the night nurse

came to my

door and banged on it, which she never did, and I thought that
something had happened, and all she said when I opened it was
"They have come."

And I knew immediately what that was, but I

didn't know this was coming into Kulangsu.

I'm jumping.

O.K.

you're In Arney.

VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

We can jump ahead.

This is '41.

Between '38 and '41 we had them in

Arney, but because Kulangsu was an international settlement
we were not taken over.

So that was the protection there.

Then with Pearl Harbor, this is when she came, and so I said
"O.K., I'll be right over" and I went right over and walked
around, and I didn't know what this was all about.

So I went

to the phone, which was on second floor, and I noticed that the
whole staff living, as I said, at the hospital, were down below
in a courtyard, and to protect them and the hospital I said to
them,

"Everyone, listen to me."

(The nurse had said to me

that he was saying that some of the people had to
one of you leave until I give you permission."

~o.)

"Don't

We knew if they
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went they might not be allowed back for a long time -- jail
instead.

I had no idea of what this was all about, you see.

The ones guarding them were Japanese soldiers who did not know
our Arnoy language.

Lest I forget to say, Taiwan, or Formosa,

uses what they call Taiwanese, but it is the Amoyese language.
So the Formosans could speak to the Chinese, the Japanese
couldn't.

So I picked up the receiver, thinking I would call

Dr. Theodore (Ted) Oltmann.

at the hospital.
said something.

I was the only missionary 11ving

I picked it up and the line was dead.

That

Then I walked around, and as I went around and

talked to the night nurses and all the people and said, lIPlease

stay on duty until we get this straightened Qut. 1I
stayed on -- No one went off.

Everyone

Then I went into the office

downstairs and I picked up the receiver and it was dead.
I knew something was wrong.

Then

On my way to that place the Japan-

ese asked for the keys and I motioned what means

in that

language "No, no" and stuck it in my pocket, and that's where
they were.

I found out later that the Japanese were saying

that I wouldn't turn the hospital over to the Japanese navy.
But anyway, I didn't know what was happening then.

Having seen

all the people around the place and everybody was staying, I
went to the office.

One of the men who could speak the Arnoy

language (he was from Formosa) and a Japanese soldier stood there
with his bayonette and gun.

He began to talk to me in English,

and he had known our doctors.

Then they came back with Japanese

from the navy and said, ItAmerica 1s at war with Japan. 1I
then I knew.

So then I said to

mysel~

Well,

"There's no use in
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resisting.

If it's an international war, then there's nothing

I can do."

Then he asked me how I got here, and I said, III

live here."

"You live here?" which of course he didn't know.

Then they wanted me to leave.

I said, "Oh, I can't do that,ll

realizing if I left I'd likely not be allowed to come back and
it would be difficult for the others.

(Having had Japanese 1n

Arnoy and living 1n Kulangsu we knew a little about what and
how they did things.)
"I can't do anything."

He said to send our nurses, and I said,
This was God-given becuase there was no

sense to it, but it made sense to him.

"Send your staff over."

I said, "l can't do anything until the superintendant comes."
And he said, "Where 1s he?"
go give him a message.

place."

I didn't know, so he told me to

I said to him, "No, I can't leave the

So then he said, "Send one of the staff."

I

asked

the men if any of them would go, and one young man volunteered.
He said, "Let me get my shoe s" -- he had sandals on
went.

so he

The men stood there with his gun and I tried to shove

him away.

You do a lot of things.

But he went off, then a

note came back from Dr. Oltmann and Dr. Poppen.

Ted (OltmanN

had written it because he was in the hospital, and he said,
"Poppen and I are at the school.
iers are telling you to do.

You'd better do what the sold-

We're all doing that this morning.

Keep a stiff upper lip. II And I said to myself, "He said 'we Ire
,
both in the school. How come both of those two big men are
staying in the school leaving 'one piecee l me at the hospital?
Why can't one of those men come here?"
this business, you see.

I

did not yet know all

I remember saying to myself,

II

I know
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one of them would come if he could (Poppen or Oltrnanro.
thing must be happening over there J too.

Some-

(Actually all

II

Americans on the island [Kulangsu] had been routed from their
beds early and taken [allowed to dress] to planned areas, by
the Japanese military.

Some were at the Arnoy Girls' Middle

School playgrounds and this 1s where Ted Oltmann and Henry

Poppen were.

The Japanese had thought that they had all the

names of the Americans and English but mine was not on the list
and therefore they did not come to get me,. to their surprise

later!!

So anyway, that's the way it was.

I've written that

out somewhere.
VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

One me.

You said a " p lecee?"

That I s what we say in China.

!lOne piecee mel! . •

I was the only one left there.

It's sort of like

pigeon English.

So then, later, this Taiwanese carne to my

office and we talked, and he was so very different.
I thought to myself, "Dare I ask him?ll
a Christian?!!

Finally,

I said to him, "Are you

The soldier was standing there, but he didn't

know any English or Chinese.

He said, IIYes, I am.

quite different from all the other people.

n

He was

But also we've left

now all the staff standing, the whole hospital staff except
those on duty.

I was down there by this time, and one who

spoke Taiwanese or Amoyese, and he and I were conversing, and
he wanted ... and I said, liThe nurses have to take care of the
patients,!1 so they let the nurses go.

And then the servants

from the kitchen spoke up -- the cooks -- and said, "We I ve got
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to do the cooking.
go.

Nahady's had breakfast."

So they let them

Then the women said to me, "Can't you let us go?"

said, IlThese women have to go do their laundry. 1I
left me and the people talking.
interesting period, but ...

So I

So that j list

But it was a big thing.

An

We were just amazed and still say

I!Thank you, God" for the way things went after.

VANDER HAAR:

What was it like for the Chinese themselves during

that period?

VELDMAN:

Remember, they weren't at war, so they were not

molested in that sense in the hospital.

They were under the

Japanese, of course, allover the place, and had to obey their
orders, but any time any Japanese of authority came to the hospital, they always demanded that I come.

downstairs was very kind.

And our Chinese cashier

He said that so many times he had

tried to tell them that he would take care of it, and occasionally
they would, but usually they would insist that I come, and that
could be any time, of the 24 hours a day.

For weeks -- I'm

not sure how many -- I'll say 4 to 6, but I don't remember
exactly --I would sleep clothed except for my uniform, and have
it ready to drop into the way the fire department horses used
to have their harness on top so that when the fire bell went off,
it would drop on the horse.
As far as the Chinese -- they were not at war, but there
were Japanese soldiers around the place 24 hours a day.

And

they were frightened, and so the night nurse asked if she could
have one of our Chinese men, which, of course, we arranged, and
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the Chinese servants and people working in the hospital were

very willing to cooperate.

We had no problem there at all.

The Nurses' Home had three stories and a flat room and was

on a hill so it was used, especially at first, as a lookout by
the Japanese

watching the harbor and onto the mainland.

From

my room I'd hear their metal cleats click on the cement bridge
from the hospital to the nurses' home all hours of the night.

I would not know what they'd be coming for -- the other nurses
heard it too.

It was frightening to them.

Everyone kept doors

locked.

VANDER HAAR:

Were you interned separately in the hospital, or

were you with the other missionaries during that time?

VELDMAN:

By virtue of the fact that they didn't know I lived

t.here, yes, I was interned in the hospital.
posed to leave, which I didn't do.

And I wasn't sup-

As the Chinese nurses said

to me, "Never mind, you just stay right here and weIll do anything you want, and get what you need."
accounts, but the Chinese were very kind.

They froze all our
They would bring

in a handful of vegetables from their gardens, or things, and
they would see that we had enough food.

VANDER HAAR:

Did you have much contact at all then during that

period?

VELDMAN:

I was working in the hospital all the time.

VANDER HAAR:

Did you have contact with the other misr.ionaries?
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VELDMAN:

No.

I didn't see any of them for a long time ....

They did not let Dr. Oltmann come until some weeks later.
Quite a few weeks later.

As Mrs. Vander Meer said, because

she had a Danish passport, she had the freedom of the island.
I don't remember how long after it was, but it was quite a
long time after we were interned.

She came into the hospital.

We both threw our arms around each other, and all the things
you do when you haven't seen anybody for a long time.

But she

was the first foreigner other than the Japanese because she
was allowed to come.

Rightfully, I was not supposed to have

groups, but I did go on teaching, but if there were people -officials -- coming in, the Chinese were always there to say
"They're coming. 1I
VANDER HAAR:

But we went ahead as normal as possible.

You stayed there throughout the period of the

Japanese occupation until ...
VELDMAN:

No, another little episode that happened ...

Let's see, that was December, 1941.

I think, I'm not too sure,

I'd have to check, but somewhere, it seems to me like February
or something, '42, the Japanese brought in people from two or
three ships that they had taken on the high seas.
people from Hong Kong on the Taiku dock yards.

These were

They were all

going over to Singapore at the request of the government.

Then

there were also some other Europeans from other countries, and
they were interned in the hospital at the request of the Japanese.
By this time, Dr. Oltmann was allowed to come once a day and
so I saw him daily, but they were interned in one of our big
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wards, and two or three couples were there,
the women were put in other rooms.

50

the ones with

But that was also a new

episode.

They left the summer of '43, and we left later, about a
few weeks or so later in '43.
but not from the hosp! tal.

had to go home.

There was a group left in 142,

Dr. 01 tmann was told in 142 that he

He asked if I could and they said "No. 1I

I was

rather grateful because I had stayed in the first place only
because I asked the Chinese "What do you thlnk?1I and they begged
me to stay.

There was a group of missionaries who went home

before the Japanese came, and the board of course left it
completely up to us.
interned.

They said that if we stayed, we would be

I didn't know what that meant either.

interns I knew were those in the hospital.

The only

Anyway, the mothers

and children went home, and that left three of us (and that
was, no, that was before '41).
We all believed trouble with the Japanese was imminent -but WHEN?

No one knew.

The missionaries had much discussion

and prayer together to help each decide: stay or go?
Families were separated -- fathers stayed in some instances,
some on the mainland in lIFree China" and others on Kulangsu or
in Arnoy City, wherever his work called him.

The night before

Pearl Harbor, which was Sunday as I remember it, I was listening
to short-wave and got "The Mail Bag" from California and heard
some of the wives' letters read over the air to their husbands!
This was thrilling especially when

Pearl Harbor's excitement

began the next day as surprising to us and distressing, as to
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those in America.
The first trip of the Gripsholm was in 1942 -- America and
Japan had arranged for exchange of citizens.

sions for others.
too.

This meant deci-

Some of the men left then and other women,

This was when Ted Oltman, M.D., was ordered to leave and

as usual, no reason was given him then nor us later.
Exchange took place at the Portuguese port (neutral) in

E. Africa, Lorenza Marques.

This left 5 of us RCA missions

in Kulangsu under the Japanese as "Internees: II

Miss Katherine

Green, Miss Edna Beekman, (both connected with the schools and
women's work), the Revs. Henry Poppen and H. M. Veenschoten,
and myself.

We were exchanged from internment camp in Shanghai

(I cannot now even remember its name -- there were others) in
the fall of 1943.
The Gripsholm was a Swedish ship (neutral -- Red Cross
took excellent care of us!)
We arrived in New York December 3, 1943, as I remember.
VANDER HAAR:

I know that during that whole time of the intern-

ment there must have been a lot of talk about the war, at least
some.
VELDMAN:

Remember, we rightfully had no news.

I'm saying

rightfully, which indicates that we had limited neW3unrightfully,: right?

If you know what I mean?

Meer talked about her radio?

That one was given over, and this,

of course, was held under blankets.
were so helpful.

Remember Mrs. Vander

Again, our Chinese friends

We guessed that the ones who were

~iving

with
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us knew a lot of these things, but they always pretended that
they knew nothing.

My radio was not taken away immediately,

and I used to listen with the door closed.

The woman who was

staying with me -- helping with the cooking and various things
she knew what it was and she always had the door closed.

One

day, I was listening to news, and I heard her shouting, which
she never did.

I was up on the third floor of the hospital in

my apartment there.

She was shouting at somebody, saying,

"What are you coming up here for?

lady who ...

n

and so on.

that people were coming.

Nobody's up here but the

She shouted this so I would hear

So I turned it off, of course.

By

the time they got to the door, I was just sitting there.
thought that if they felt it, it would be warm.

Why is it here?" they said.

I

lIRadio here?

"Well, I suppose because nobody

took it away, so itfs here. n So then, of course, it was taken
away.

We only got news in just this kind of way.

VANDER HAAR:

One of the questions that historians are inter-

ested in is the nature of Chinese resistance to Japanese,
particularly under Chiang Kai-shek.
VELDMAN:

Our area is really the only area I can speak of

personally.

The rest would be reading just as you did.

We

have said many times that the difference between being under
the Japanese and being under the Communists was that under
the Japanese, we knew who were with us and who were against
us.

The Japanese were on one side, and the Chinese on the

other, regardless.

The Chinese and we were all on one side.

In the next occupation, with the Communists' coming, we never
knew who were on which side.
no problem.

So, with the Japanese, we had

The Japanese were against us, and the Chinese

were for us and with Chiang Kai-shek.
VANDER HAAR:

How did you personally feel about Chiang Kai-shek

and the Nationalist movement?
VELDMAN:

My reaction was always favorable because of what I

read and what I heard from missionaries who knew them personally.

Undoubtedly, he had some dishonest people with him, from

what we hear, but knowing the old Chinese system that if you1re
my brother, no matter what kind of a person you were, I was
obliged to give you something.

If I were in a place to give

you a job or position of any kind I was obliged culturally and
filially to give it to you.

So he had a lot of his relatives

there, now whether all of them were relatives -- or friends -the same idea.

We all had kind feelings toward Chiang Kai-shek.

The people who knew him personally and whom I've tried to
question and who I have questioned tell the same things.

I'm

talking about missionaries, because those are the people I
have more contact with.
VANDER HAAR:

This is sort of out of place, but back in 1934,

there was a very famous Chinese evangelist, Dr. John Sung.
VELDMAN:

I have a book on him.

VANDER HAAR:

I have one.

Want to read it?

Do you remember?
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VELDMAN:

Yes, very vividly.

And I praise God many times that

he let me have that experience.
(Phok-su

= Ph.D.

1n Amoyese

His

name was Sung Phok-su

Dr. John Sung in English).

(There are often variations of spelling 1n their names as the
English Is transliteration and also it depends from which dialect they are transliterated or if from the Mandarin -- all

and any may be done).
We have to go back 1n the area where the Reformed Church
missionaries worked.

It was a very, strong, spiritual church,

and the first missionaries (Reformed Church) refused to form
a denomination, so we never had a Reformed Church out there.
Because I had done business work before I went out, they asked
me to go through the files.

Now I remember, trying to straighten

them out, that Talmadge had written to New York and New York
had asked that they form a Reformed Church, and he insisted no.
So he finally said, "Nell, if you insist on it, I'll have to
come back home."

Well, it was tabled and it never happened.

Nor was there ever an English Presbyterian Church or a London
Missionary Society Church, which was congregational.

But all

these missionaries were there. It was simply the South Fukien
, Church of Christ, Ban Lam Kau Hoe, and that was just one church.
VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

We were talking about Dr. Sung's visit.

Now, you remember when Mrs. Vander Meer said,too,

she never heard a missionary preach, well, I didn't either.
We had Chinese preachers all the way through.

So, when I say

church, it's basically the Chinese

They decided

decision.
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to have a five year movement.

Now, remember, our pastors and

anybody chosen to come in there would take part in the discus-

sion, but it was decided by the Chinese church to have a five
year movement and they would visit every home in that south
Fukien area.

They would daily pray "Revive your church, oh,

God, beginning with me.

II

They took Romans 12:1, "Give your

body as a living sacrifice to God ll and the emphasis was on the

word "livlng,1! to live for God.
('30-'35 ?).

So that went on five years,

Then, after that five years was when Sung Phok-su

was invited to come.

This would be in 1942.

(As I remember

Sung was in Arnoy in 134, '35, but he could not have been there
in '42.

Both Kulangsu and Arnoy were occupied.)

America.

He had been in

He was a very committed Christian and a very energetic

kind of a person.

While he was here in America, the story is,

I did not know him then, his father was a pastor in one of the
upcountry churches, but he had for a while nothing to do with
religion.

He wasn't concerned.

this kind of stuff.

He didn't believe in all of

While in America as a patient in a hospital

he somehow became a very devout Christian and he was so devout
that they thought he was insane and anyway, suggested he go
back home, which he did.

While he was there he was a very strong

speaker and crowds of people would come.

They had it in the

athletic field of a boys' school, the English Presbyterian Boys'
School.

They could seat easily a thousand because the churches

would seat a thousand so they had it outside so they could have
more.

We had two churches on the island there that would seat

a thousand and one in Arnoy.

But, they came from more than a
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hundred miles around to be there for these meetings.

They

would come at 3:00 in the morning and sit there and he might
begin preaching at six/seven o'clock.

there 1s no doubt about it.
of organizing teams.

It was a fantastic time;

He organized, that was his system,

They would go out with a triangular flag

and there would be a number on that flag telling what they were,
written in Chinese.

I don't remember quite what it said, but

they went out again into the homes and into the areas.

Many of

them came into the hospital giving the Gospel.
VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

Why was he so successful?

I think because the Holy Spirit just worked through

him, that's all.

He was a tremendous speaker, but I don I t

mean only successful then.

Now that was in ... I came home in

'36, that must have been in '35 ... It was just about my first
five years.

All through the time, going right on through until

I left in '51, some of these same people came into the hospital
and they would say they began when Sung Phok-su was there.
it wasn't a fly-by-night thing.

So,

Remember, in that area we

always had wars and rumors of wars around us.

People say,

"How come there were such strong Christians there and we don't
have it here?"
the Church.

II

What is the saying?
I'm sure that had its

lIAdversity strengthens
affect there.

But, there

definitely was a very strong spiritual awakening at that time.
In addition to the Holy Spirit working so mightily and evidently
in the hearts of the speaker and listeners, we must remember
the 5-year preparation the lI soil"/hearts

.had had to receive

the "Seed" the speaker sowed so very well and effectively.
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CARLSON:

There were a couple of interesting things I noted

1n your letters.

I noted that you really had an awareness for

changes that were taking place when you first got there.

Such

as young girls wearing their hair in different styles, and you
mentioned once that short skirts and slit skirts had been banned

1n Canton.
VELDMAN:

I'll have to read my letters again.

undoubtedly.

There were changes

At first the girls weren't allowed out.

With the

nursing too, they wouldn't let their families know that they
wore a white cap because white was a color of mourning.
gradually went.

That

A lot of them had long hair to begin with,

but they gradually did cut hair.

they had bound feet.

Of course, the early days--

We had some nurses, one especially who

went all the way through with bound feet, and once bound, they
can't become normal.

Another thing that disturbs me is that

all these things like bound feet were outlawed long before
Mao Tse-tung came along and he takes credit for having banned
them.

He takes credit for things that we knew were happening

before he was there.

But, there was a gradual change and girls

more and more came to the school of nursing.

The fact that we

could get hig~SChOOl girls -- now that was from '3D to '51,
twenty-one years -- so in that time, there was change.
VANDER HAAR:

If the families had this feeling towards white

hats, why did you have them wear them?
VELDMAN:

I don't think I was aware of it.

I think they just accepted it.

I really wasn't.

It was started before I got there.
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The school had been going for four years.

I was not aware of

it until they said, and then they took their pictures to send
them home.

Apparently some of the girls

say, is that I just wasn't aware of it.

That's all I can

I don't think I would

have pushed it, had I been aware that it was such a ... But,
there was another thing.

How much do you hold to what the

family says or the young girl says?
to wearing them.

The girls did not object

We never felt that at all.

But, you see,

they didn't get them until they had been there four or five
months so they knew what nursing is and we knew that they could

take it.
one.

So, they didn't get a cap and it was an honor to get

They wore a Chinese-style white apron over the Chinese

blue dress.

We kept it as Chinese

as possible, but I think

the girls themselves didn't object to it.

I remember my own

surprise when a couple of new graduates showed me their pictures in white uniform and made the remark) "Our parents do not
know we wear white caps.

We've never told them.'1

And when I

asked the reason and they reminded me that white was the mourning
color, it was the first time any connection with their caps had
been brought to my attention.

But these graduates and the

others did plan to show their pictures to their families so
apparently they felt ready to do this.
VANDER HAAR:
VELDMAN:

That's very interesting.

But the parents, of course ... Many of them came from

little tiny villages.

That was very, very interesting to go

home with them sometimes and to see what they might have come
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from.

You forgot, I forgot at least what they might have come

from, because living all together as we did in one place and
working all together in one kind of work, you kind of forgot
sometimes.

They'd forget we were anything but Chinese and

we'd forget ... Because we just sort of inter-mingled there.

VANDER HAAR:

It sounds like you had very, very close relation-

ships with your staff?
VELDMAN:

Very, very close, very lovely.

marvelous experience.

To me, it was a

But, I think the Lord gives it to you

and if you love people, I love people, and if you work with
them, you know ...
VANDER HAAR:

What was it like in one of those really small

villages?
VELDMAN:

I remember going with one of the girls.

There were

two girls from that village who had graduated from the school
and one was getting married to the brother of the other.

So,

the sister of the groom, the morning of the wedding, (we went
with her),

it was so Biblical -- went around from house to

house inviting them to the wedding:

!lBe sure to corne" ... one

couldn't come because of this, and one couldn't come because
of that, and it was almost humorous becuase it was just like
a Bible story.

But, it was very different from living in our

own area with the nurses in a school situation.
VANDER HAAR:

In a small village like that, they probably didn't

see foreigners very often ...
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YELDMAN:

No, although there would likely be a church there.

If there was a church there, it would mean that they would be
visited by an itinerant pastor.

Now there was one of our

mission pastors who had been asked to be sort of an itinerant
preacher, go from church to church, to the little churches.
It would also mean that they would have women's meetings and
some of the women evangelist missionaries would go into the

villages and hold short-term schools to teach them reading.
Ruth Broekema did that type of work.

Because I was stationed 1n our biggest hospital and our
school of nursing, my work was basically there.

The only way

I would get into the interior would be visiting with the missionaries going into places or goingas I did with these students,
that kind of thing.

But as work, our own students would be

working in other places as graduates.

Then weld go to visit,

but 1t would just be a v1s1t.
VANDER HAAR:

Well, th1s m1ght be a good stopp1ng place, for

the t1me be1ng ...
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INTERVIEW II

CARLSON:

Last time, we had gotten almost all the way through

World War Two, and then you had spent some time here in the
United States during World War Two, correct?

VELDMAN:

Right.

We arrived in New York December 4, 1943.

The war ended in '45, right?

August or September or something

like that.
CARLSON:

Then you spent New Year's Day in Shanghai in 1947?

VELDMAN:

Well, we went back in 146.

been in Shanghai, no.

No, it couldn't have

Wait a minute now.

I was in Columbia

and got my masters--I have to check over furloughs to get
this.

'46.

Well, it might have been.

But I got back to China in

We went back to China in 1946 on a ship charter by se-

veral mission boards--called the Marine Lynx (we nicknamed
it the Marine Stinks)--all missionaries, families and adults--

via the Pacific Ocean.

We stopped at Shanghai where some of

the missionaries disembarked.

The RCA group went on to

Hong Kong.
In Hong Kong I was met with a royal welcome by the British
men from the Tal Koo Dock Yards who had been interned in the
hospital in Arnoy under the Japanese, February '42 to '43 and
for whom I had been able to do various and sundry "friendlyll
acts because I knew the area, Chinese language and people.
They very much appreciated this and their company appreciated
it.

I was given a dinner and a complete, lovely new dining
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room set of furniture by the company and a short wave radio
by the "No.l" man who had been interned with us too.

As

Jean Nienhuis and I were travelling together she was with me.
These men could not understand that after the Japanese intern-

ment that I was coming back to China--but the Holy Spirit's
pull was lrreslstable for me.

CARLSON:

I think you arrived in Arnoy in February of 1947.

VELDMAN:

Oh, that's right.

CARLSON:

... because you had to reconstruct the whole hospital.

VElDMAN:

Yes, right, right.

CARLSON:

What did that reconstruction process involve?

OK, you have the dates.

What

had happened, and what needed to be done?
VELDMAN:

The hospital, I'm thinking of the materials and so

on, was completely empty.

All the electric wiring, all the

metal parts, all the doors, shelves, windows--they were all
gone.

The two things left 1n the hospital were 1n the operating

room:

the steam sterilizer fastened to the floor and the

overhead light attached to the ceiling.
CARLSON:

The Japanese?

VELDMAN:

The Japanese, yes, definitely.

was looting.
ple, too.

Of course, there

I mean, whether that was some of the local peo-

Anyway, it was under the Japanese occupation.

Some

things were taken by the Chinese and returned to us when we
returned.

Other things were not returned.

One missionary
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riding in a ricksha recognized the small rug under her feet
as one that whe had once owned.
about.

Such things we did nothing

If, however, we learned where any hospital things were

(and Chinese would come in to tell us what they knew) we
would try to get them for the hospital.

We might have to pay

something for them, depending upon how the present owner
obtained them.
Also, the only other thing that was left beside the ste-

rilizer was the big overhead light in the operating room.
Otherwise, everything else that could be moved, wa s moved.

I

have to think out loud, as I realized on the other tape, too,

I sometimes have to go rather slowly because I have to reconstruct, not knowing your questions coming.

So, actually,

materially, it had to be rebuilt, except for the outer shell.
And then from the beginning again.

Because our nurses were

in such demand--they were good nurses, but also there was a
shortage of nurses, and we were the first school in hundreds
of miles around--so they were in demand.

We could not,

rightfully, ethically, say "Quit your job and come back,"
although sometimes we would have liked to, but some of them
did come back.
CARLSON:

I noticed from your letter that the Chinese business-

men really wanted you to get the hospital back in. . .
VELDMAN:

They were very eager to have it back.

about that, too, often.

Who was it who sa1d--I've forgotten--

said "There was a we 11 of goodwill II',!
ment representative.

I've thOUght

It was some U. S. govern-

But the missionaries were very much
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appreciated, liked, and respected 1n that area.
I can say.

That's all

And they wanted the hospital opened, and so they

did all they could to heap us.

And 1n the rebuilding, one

of the Chinese doctors, Ng Tal Pit I-seng, who had been there,
lived there, for many years, helped Dr. Holleman.

They were

the two who went ahead with the rebuilding.
CARLSON:

Did you begin a program of hospital evangelism at

Hope-Wilhelmina?

VELDMAN:

I didn't begin it, because that was begun as soon

as the foundation was laid.

I mean, 1n all of our hospitals,

wherever we had one, which was several places around, there
was always a hospital evangelist, a Chinese.

Generally

speaking, it would have to be a woman, whom we would call a

IIBible woman" and would be an evangelist, for the women's
section, and a man for the men's section in the hospital where
I was in Arnoy.

While I was there we had a Chinese pastor who,

somehow, was the evangelist for the whole hospital, yet he
seldom went to the women's section--almost never.

We had women

going to the women's section because in those days it was
still quite separated.

And then also, students, as I men-

tioned before, we had a very good student government, they
did a lot of it, and all on the staff were Christians and so
it was just an ongoing process all the time.

It was just part

of the work and we constantly talked about the whole person,
spiritually, mentally, and physically.

Taking care of the

whole person.
When Jean Nienhuis first was in the hospital in the '20's she
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spent many evenings with the patients) talking with them and
reading from the Bible, telling them about Jesus and His way
of salvation.

She had no trained staff--none who could read.

Later the Chinese graduates, students, and any of the coolies

who could read involved themselves in this.

The Chinese

very much agreed with me when I borrowed Frank Laubach's slogan,
"Each one teach oneil.

It was not uncommon to see a Christian

young coolie leaning on his mop stick teaching a patient to

read the Bible.
Also many non-hospital Christians from the local churches
came in regularly of their own volition to talk with the patients.

We in the hospital did not request this but they knew

they were welcome and the patients enjoyed this.

Families often

came with the patient--always someone with a woman patient in
those early days.
CARLSON:

In the spring of '49, I think, the Communists began

taking places around the hospital--not in Amoy or Kulangsu-but in the South Fukien area.
VELDMAN:

Right.

It began in the north, of course, and they

gradually, after the Japanese were out, they gradually came
closer and closer.
last areas.

Arnoy was probably the last or one of the

It was that area that was the last, that 1 s right,

and that was in October, '49?
CARLSON:

I think so.

What was the Chinese reaction?

How did

your co-workers react?
VELDMAN:

You have to remember that before they took over we
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were in a warring area, and so there was a lot of shooting and
bombing and strafing--all these kinds of things that go on in
a war.

It was very very difficult--there's no doubt about it--

in many ways.

We lay on the fl 00 r many nights.

just a difficult time.

We 11, it was

I just think of one who came to me, a

hospital pastor, and said III wish they would come."

"Do you know what that means?lI
end.

I said,

He was wishing the war would

He said, "Yes, but I think I can work with them."

liDo you?" and he said, "Yes. 1l

I said,

Well, I wasn't one to tell him

I thought he couldn't, after all they were his countrymen, his
fellow countrymen.

And so I'm not sure how long after, not

months, but weeks, maybe a couple of weeks, I'm not sure, but
anyway, he came to me and said, "No, I canlt work with them because their basic teaching is 'There is no God.

11l __

for which he stood for and the Bible taught him.

all the things

That's the

only one I remember who said that of the Chinese.
CARLSON:

You say, lIThat' s the only one I can remember who said

that of the Chinese. II

Could you clarify that, is that the only

Chinese who said he thought they could work with them, the
Communists, or is that the only Chinese Christian who eventually
said that he couldn't work with them?
VELDMAN:

Yes, at that time, he was the only Chinese who ex-

pressed or voiced this sentiment.

Later, others cautiously

intimated their unhappiness with the Communists.

I do remember

one of the new missionaries who hadn't been there very long
voiced the same thing to me, which, at that moment, kind of
surprised me.

She said, "I'm just getting tired of all this
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shooting and banging and butterflies"--that kind of a thing.
But it wasn't long afterwards that the people realized it.
CARLSON:

It is strange that she wouldn't have realized then.

VELDMAN:

Yes, it 1s in a sense, and yet, in America, how

many people think it can't happen here and we can live and do
it?

We have it here, too.

CARLSON:

Was this young missionary the only missionary who

felt this way?

Or were there others who shared this sentiment

that Communists would be better than the present situation?
VELDMAN:

At that time, since we were not allowed to move

about freely, she was the only young missionary with whom I
had close contacts.

We lived and worked together.

Others were

in other phases of the work--we did not see one another very

much.

I have no recollection of any other making a similar

remark.

I think inwardly, we all felt surrender was inevitable--

just a matter of time--because of what was happening allover
the rest of the country.
CARLSON:

When you say, "It wasn't long afterwards that people

realized it ll , did this one missionary ever realize?
VELDMAN:

I think she did.

CARLSON:

I remember in reading one of your letters you felt

that or you had at least hoped that America would, at some
point, here in these last moments when the Communists were
taking some of these northern areas in Fukien, that in some
miraculous way they could help.

And unless America had done
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something, the Communists for sure would soon be where you were.
I was wondering what you felt, you thought, America should
have done, or how they could have . .
VELDMAN:

If you're thinking how they should have conducted the

war, that kind of thing, I think I would just have to say I'm
not capable of even suggesting a thought of how it should have
been done.

"Hope springs eternal 1n the human breast.

II

You

always kind of hope that . . .Of course they were determined
to get the whole country, and we knew the only reason they
worked with Chiang Kal-shek was because they didn't want the
Japanese to take the country, and as soon as the Japanese
were out, then they were anti-Chiang Kal-shek again.

So I

think that if I wrote that, it was a hope, but I had no idea

of what they could do.

From our standpoint, the only ones who

could do anything to help Chiang was America.
CARLSON:

I noticed also, from your correspondence, that you

had question and answer periods with your students.

At one

point it was perhaps a year after the Communists had taken over
and you had question and answer periods.

The students would

get together--I guess this 1s right--and discuss topics of
their own choosing.
VELDMAN:

Do you remember any of that?

No, not under just that kind of a thing.

two things.

I remember

I continued teaching, and I taught History of

Nursing, and I remember extending that a long time, longer
than usual, because it was an opportunity to __naturally discuss
what was happening and did happen in various countries.

Also
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I could bring Russia into this just to give them more of a
background which I felt might be valuable to them in making their
own decisions right then and aa Communism continued in the
country.

That was in the History of Nursing class.

Also, the

other thing that comes to mind is the Communists constantly had
meetings, and they would insist that the people come.
I would not be allowed to go.

Not I,

But they would call the student

government president and the phone was not far from . . . it
was not in the office, it wasn't a phone on every desk, it was
a phone on the wall . . . but it was near the office, and I
could hear her.

She would be called and she would say, nNo,

we can I t all go, because we have to take care of the patients. I!

And then they would reply, usually, "Well, how many can go? II
and she usually came in to talk with me and to see if what she
was saying was all right.

She was a very, very fine person.

Well, some of them would have to go, and that might last a day,
it might last a week.

Then when they came back, those who went

would have to report, verbatim, almost, to those who had not
gone.

They never knew who, in the group listening, was a spy,

so they had to say it very, very carefully.

And then, I would

go to those meetings.
Those who went to the meetings had to return and report
in detail.
question me.

And also some individuals, secretly, would come to
We would not have dared to have an out and out

question and answer period--we never knew who was a spy, etc.-and such a thing could not have been kept secret if done in a
group.
Another thing that comes to my mind is that individuals
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would come to me and say) for instance, "We were told that the

children in America are all very hungry.

They're so hungry

they're asking their mothers for I1hot dogs ll to eat."
said, Ills this true?"

She

Well, I had to be very careful because

I was on the enemy side, of course, and I knew I was being watched
because I had been told.

My name had already been in the paper

and that I was telling the people that what they were being told
by the Communists were lies.

Well, I never said it that way,

but in answer to her, I said, "Let me tell you what we mean in
English. II

See J this was all in Chinese and saying "hot dogs ll

in Chinese would be the same as saying Ilhot cats" or anything
else.

Hot dogs in America, the colloquialism, meant nothing

to her.

I explained to her in Chinese what a hot dog in

America was.

"Well, then it isn't true, is it?lI

telling you what it is to us."

lIWell, I'm

And I remember, she came to me

several times, and each time she came, she would repeat and
rei terate "It isn I t true, is it? Il

We 11, as I remember, I

never actually said IINo, it is not true", but I would repeat
what was true and she would draw her own conclusions.
happened several times.

That

I remember saying to her, "This is

what that means in America ll , .and another time, "1'11 tell you
my experience in America ... "-- and each time she'd come back
with repeated sentence, IlThen it's not true, is it?1l seemingly
wanting me to give her an outright "Noll, but something told
me not to do that.

CARLSON:

Hot dogs ... ?

that's terrible.

VELDMAN:

It's humorous from our point of view, but to them,
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it is really very serious.
de<::2ive their

CM1

people.

It also shCMS how they, the Q:mrnmists,
I'm sure that any of the Q:mrnmists \<klo had

ever been in Anerica or had oontact with a "hot dog" would kn::M what it
is, but that,rny e.x[:erience tells

ITe,

would not deter them fran giving

it as slX:h to the people and deceiving than.
pass it on to

SCIre

of the others who didn't kr<:M, and they rould pass

it on for what they thou;)ht was really truth.
CI\RLSCtiI:

'!he ones who knew rould

One just doesn't kr<:M.

As you noted 16 's seE!IEd to be really ilq:lortant dates

throu;)hout your whole stay in China.

on the 16th for you.

I guess a lot of things happered

On Novenber, 00, 0Ct:.c:ber 16, in 1949, you watched

the Nationalist soldiers retreat fran l<loy city to the Island?
VE:U:M1\N:

Well, of a:xrrse, in 149 it wouldn't make any di£ferenc:e, where

they vere, l::ecause the CC:mn..mists were taking ... 'Ibey might have ccrne,

yes, sene of them did try to
thou;)ht of this for a long

islarrl might protect them.
00 protection.

CXIT'e

I SURXJ5e, still hoping-I haven't

~ut

still hoping that the international

But this was a war with China, so there was

'Utey might oot have kn::Mn it, and many of them, I kn7.oI,

carre to the hospital begging for hospital clothes.

Just trying to get

out of a soldier's unifonn so that they oould look like a civilian rather
than a soldier.

We had lots of them in the hospital early in the rrorning,

trying to get what they rould fran the hospital to cover up so that they

wouldn't be revealed as soldiers.
trying to o:rre across.

CARSCN:
VEU1'tIAN:

We did see that, arrl.

did see sate

'!bey were strafed in the water.

Did the Otirese help fund your hospital?
tb.

~

Well, pledges in a sense.

with a written card or anything.

Did they nake pled;es?

Not as we think of them here

'!he rroney for the hospital was all
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local, or, when I say local, we have to include the Philippines, Hong
'Ihere are h.urrlreds of , I guess I could say thousarrls, but

Kon::J, etc.

certainly l1'ilI1Y h.urrlreds of !<roy Otinese who have been living abroi>:l.
In Manilla arrl in through the PhiliWines is ore area. where rrany, rrany

of them are.

As I said to a Otinese friend a .nile ago, she was talking

arout the Jews, and I said, "Do}'Ou krJcM that we saret.ines say that the
!may Olinese are the Jews of that area?"

I rrean that in Manilla they

have many very good businessrran who are !<roy O1inese people and very

1here is a large Ollnese school there of over a thousand

wealthy.

So >tlen the hospital was rebuilt

stu:lents, alnost entirely !<roy Ollnese.

it was "Orinese noney" rot fran Anerica.
Fukien province.

But it was rDt all £rem the

A lot of it was fran Manilla or the Philippines.

\'hen sate of those rich Otinese began to flee because of the

CAR[S(l;:

Carmunists caning <bwn, h<:7.< did that affect hospital activity?
Actually, they did rot generally hand us noney nonth by

IIEUM\N:

rronth.

'l11ey would give a gift if there was a sI=eCial need for the

hospital.

For instanre, when we built the nurses' hare in 1933, Dr.

Holleman and

sate

of the O1i.rese went to the B1.ilippines.

also be true of the school.

\'hen it built the

of the missionaries arrl a 0Unese

~t

rEM

'!his would

building, tben one

to the Fhilippines.

And in

going to the Rlilippines, you stop in Hong Kong and there are also l1'ilI1Y
of the Chinese fran !<roy who are living in Hong Kong, so that those were
gifts.

A one tine gift, rot a day by

daY

tbing.

tained basically by, we had to charge patients.

~

We did a lot of charity

work, also, but there was also a charge for patients.
its tuition charge.

hospital was main-

'!he school had

'lhe people fran Manilla, for instance, the ClLi.rese
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are very loyal to their backgrounds--to what they inherit-not a

national, but a cultural p::lint of view.

'Ule st1.rlents in the krCJy Girl's

Middle School ard in our tx>spital, serre of them carre fran the

R1.i..l.iwines.

So you see, their families were there, because they wanted their drildren

to be broU3ht up as I rrentioned in the other tape there were always wars

am. rurors of wars,

arrl so often if there

leading people muld leave the country.

~

rurrors, sare of the

And of oourse, there are rrany

of those now in nany rrany areas, inclu1i.ng JlIrerica.
CAR[.';(N,

Was Marshall Law ever declared in P<my?

V'ELI:t-1AN:

Ye~rt

we were under Marshall Law, rreani.ng that you oouldn I t be

out after certain hours.

war.

I guess it

was kind of perpetual during the

We: didn't oonrally c;p out at night, arrl of course

we were inten1ed

in our hares, so to speak, we weren't supposed to go out either.

CAR[.';(N,

Was this, say, after iiXld War II when you were having

trouble with the camtunists oaning?
VEI.L.MAN:

It w:JU1.d be after they carre, not before.

"OUld be after.

Not before, it

But in that part of the world, there was not a lot

of night activity in the dlUrdles or arrong people gererally.
thing, lighting, in rrany places.

lot of night rreetings.

CARI.SC:N:

For ore

SC:r'rehow or other, we didn't ha\le a

It wasn't as it is here.

So they restricted your activities, but then there ~re really

oot that nany activities to be restricted fran.
VEUM\Il,

were.

Not after dark.

We

were restricted I10re than the Chinese

I have to be very careful when I think: of •.. I

was restricted
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twice over, you see, and I have to think of both t..i.ITes.
CARL9:I'l:

So they \«Juld let you go on with your nonnal day's activities,

but ma;-be they wouldn't let you walk out of hospital grounds?
VEILMi\N:

Well, they didn't kn:M ••• Did I talk last tine ... that was the

Japanese•.• Now'this is with the eatmuni.sts.
nists

\oJere

really taking

man who cane to see rre.

O\ler

He

1he rrorning that the <J::mnu-

in the nursin:J office there was a young'

was just a high school senior, arrl he was

in \'Alat had been a Christian $d1(X)1, but it was riddled with o::mnunism
as the Arroy University and so on.

We were for quite saoo ti.lTe

a'WClre

of

the loyalty to the camumists on the part of sare inthe area long before
OCtober, 1949, by their open remarks to other stl.rlents--this was in the
high scn:x:l1s, tX:lt in the hospital.

Also I

LeI'lelber

saying many tirres,

"'lhe Arroy University is ricX31erl with. cnmtmi.sm", and this was proved

very true.

'!hey always dloose to work in the sdlools-as they are

ching in many oountries.

'Ihis is usual procedure for them.

'!here

>ere lots of camumists un:lergrourrl, so to speak, sent ahead by the
military.

He questioned

there who was in d1arge.

rre in the office because I was the foreigner
'Ihere was an:::)'ther missionary with ne, but

she was very new and had only been there a few years.

I rerrEIIber he

said to rre, "You require your nurses to work here a year or b.u after

they graduate.:

I said, "No, we cbn't <:b that. II

I realized \'t1at he

was aiming at, because that is very definitely, or was at that tiIre, a
British ruling, that any students who graduated whcro they helped for

whatever nl.lllber of years were rrore or less cbliged to stay with them

for a year or two.
they gr<duated.

But we did oot do that.

\'hen they graduated,

And I continued with him, "We do like to keep sate of
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our graduates, but "" also like to have sene of them go elsewhere.

We

would definitely invite sene of them to stay an:! urge them, but tbey are
rot required."

1his he couldn't understan:l.

1l1ey're very strong in talking al:x>ut students

freedan for stu:lents.
an:! the """,king class.
~but

could tell

1l1ey wanted to establish

Our stu:lents ,.,uld tellne-Ldon 't think they

tbey said, "We had ITOre free<bn before tbey carre

than we have I'lON''', because we did have, we had rules, of course we did,
but having a good student governrrent did a lot.

their

CM11.

CARISrn:

1hey ll\3de a lot of

rules.
1his was a high sdJooI student """ was interrogating or

qlEStionirY:j you?

VErD!1\N:

Right.

CARISrn:

It

He was a senior in high. sdJool.

seems like the """Ie D:lmaIn.ist

tbing

seems to have been

aimed at the younger stu3ents, for .i.rxloctrinatian.

~:

Definitely.

'll1.ey very definitely, and this is rot China,

but my concern in Airerica is the ideology, and 1 'm sure, absolutely
sure,

nan

schools.

the things I hear and read that they're doing the sarre in our

Ard that's Iotly I feel the public schools are so

inFortant.

1his includes high schools, colleges an:! universities certainly-

especially pOOlic an:! goverment;-suworted places, ""'ere the cry of
"Freedcm af speech" is so prevalent.

1hat's Iotly I feel it so iJrportant

that "" Christians an:! all freed:Jn-loving l\irerican-Ioving persons be

in\oUlved in the fXJblic schclols-teadring, schI::x:>l 00a.rds, ...rrost of
our citizens care fran the public schools-that's ""'ere tbey are taught
and get much of their tbinking.
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Did your student nurses .•• were they ever requested to go to

CARI.SCN:

those inloctrination neetings?
~:

Yes, all the tine, all the t.i.ne. I was there, whidl. was until

'l11e call oould am: like in the rrorning and say, "care over

early 151.

this afterrw:x:m."

Or, it migh:t a:xre in the afteIn:xJn and say, "Every-

body be here in the rronring."

Vllen it wasn I t everyix:xly, it was as m:my

as oould care, and that ""uld include student nurses and graduates and
any of the ooolies, they call them there, and I never knI:M what to call
them-the cleaning people of the hospital, and our laundty people or
1hey IooUu1d also want doctors to a:>re.

whatever.

It sUf!lOSedly included

everyix:xly, but they were very very m.x:h trying to get the thi.nkings, the
mirods, of the young people.

CARI.SCN:

Very strong in that.

Was the hospital able to function ootrnally?

You had these

peq>le going off to i.n1octrination rreetings all the tine, but was the

hospital able to function pretty much the sane as it always had?
VEUMAN:

Yes and no.

Well, at first it did, but they also m3.de it

difficult for people-they never until later-but in the beginning they
didn't tell people they were not allowed to a:>re, but they had their

pe0-

ple there, and if patients carre, they said, "Vhy do you want to a::rre
to this place.?"

these people."

Ard that ki..rrl of a thing-"You don I t want to o:rre to

Of course the people were frig:,.tened and gradually,

because of that kind of thing, there were not as large crow:ls in the

clinic, for instance, or the hospital
load as it ootrnally had.
try not to

~ It

have quite as big a

Also, the staff was very 100yal.

'!hey IooUuld

take rrore than, we.ll not to leave so fEM that the patients

couldn't be taken care of.

SO that was sort of done, too.

1hey knew
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they hirl to go-they hirl no dloioe, an:! it might have to be peq>le who

were off duty at the tir.e, rot arryway, there was a lot of cx::operation,
even though, sare,

~

later fourrl, were pro-O::mm.mi.st.

'Ihat

was a very

very small minority at that tine.

CARLSCN:

I just have

~

question.

I'll show you ha,; it was spelled.

¥that it was.
VJ'UtolI\N:

D:>es Hak

I found that written and just

I imagine it's that IOnanized.

read:IDJ "•..

the FtJnani.zed.

Sip Sio Ol.o ring any bells?

'Ihi..s is JUlE., 1950.

the inprotant thing of the day ••• "

Well, that's sort of, I'm rot too sure

I'm trying to think.

'!his is .nat that refers to.

camuni.sts were constantly cal) iog.
CARlSeN:

was

rON

Yes, it is
what that ...

There are tones, and if you don't get the right

tore, it Cbesn't rrean, but it's sort of reviewing
kinds of things.

~

am.

it's these rreetings

1he rreetings that the

'Ihi.s is what it refers to.

there religious instruction along with the nursing erloca-

tion that the SbJdents got?
VJ'UtolI\N:

Yes, generally speaking, the hospital pastor would have perllaps

weekly Bible, I'm saying "perhaps" because I think it was weekly.

But

there "-Uuld be that, yes, ani then, as I say, the stlrlents and the

graduates have their own organizations an:! there was a lot of that.

I'llen

they taught peq>le to read, they taught them fran the Chinese Bible or
fran the Chinese hyrmbook and that type of thing.
CARlSeN:

M1en the coom.mists came in, .nat did they say about the reli-

gious education?
VEI:.lMAN:

'lhey were very, very clever.

'lhey never really said "You can't

c:P to dlurch," or}'OU can't do this, you can't cb that, but they v.oul.d

S9

scherlllle a required rreetin;J at 9:30 SurxJay IlOming.

well, if you're

requi..rErl to go to a rreeting, you can I t go to duuxh, can you?

So they

haven't told you "You can't go to church," but they tell you, "You must
e:x::tle

this.

And the sane thing with

to the meeting," which is the equivalent.

'l11ey didn't... one of the questions one of the nurses

too was that they were saying that there was no creation.
the Bible, it says there is.

isn't true.

caIl'e

to

In::

You see, in

So they're beginning to say the Bible

'Ihey didn't say it in so nany words, but then gradually...

In the beginning, they sort of start that way, am later, as
through the years they made it very very plain.

away am burned.

we Jcra.T

'll1e Bibles were taken

But, at that tirre, they worked slowly.

And they

realizecl, just as the Japanese did, that the OlUrm was very strong
there, am they do it gradually.

CAR[SQl:

If you could return to Cllina, would you?

VErD1AN:

Yes.

lid take a trip over there, certainly.

As I feel and.

as I un:Jerstan:l, I would certainly like to take a trip to China as I
""Uld like to go to Russia, sinply because I would like to see what is
hapf:eni.ng over there.

I think. I ~

no try, and I'm sure, as I

un:Jerstan:l it, I would rot try, to go to the area where I had lived am
worked because I think it would rot be good.

I think it would be detriIlen-

tal for those people, just as I oon 1 t try to write to them.

Shortly

ago, one of our friends, a 01i.nese who had been living out of the ooun-

try, went back and. he did go to his CMll area, but he is an overseas
Chinese and apparently the eatmtmists are wanting to win their favor
because they p.J.t out, so to speak, the red carpet for him as an "Over-

seas

~,----"
~
~~

.

He did see sare of our people, and. of rourse I was

delighted when he let us Jcra.T serre of the news of people I had rot
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heard fran since '51.

But I \'.Uuld, I know at the m:rrent, I would oot

ever ask to go there, and the only reason I would hesitate to go into
Qllna. is because I'm oot sure I could hide the fact that I had once

been there.
~:

But I =uld like to go very much.

If you had the chance to go back again as a missionary, would

there be anything that you =uld do differently?
VELI:M\N:

Oh, I've change::i, I'm sure, through the years.

CARISON:

Now that you reflect on the things that you have done there.

is there anything. perhaps. that you =uld do differently?
VELDMAN:

Well, I don't know.

I'm really not sure hON I would--I hadn't

even thought about it because I know that there is absolutely no
possibility and just to pick up one thing--I think that if I were to
go back I'd get a ... well, I've been studying camnmism,

to go back, if you I re thinking of it as it is

f'JO.iI,

anyone,

am.

I think,

~e

or

ot:heIwise, who does not know what cemnunism is, will not understand the

people.

1 1m absolurely sure of that because 1 1m sure fran '49 to 176,

what is that, 27 years, they have been told those things and so that,

although I have been reading as much as I can and so on. I think I
would even dig into it deeper.

I don I t know of anybody in this area

who has been under them except the missionaries.

there, but that's not like 27 years.

I had a year plus

Because I think. we have to be

able to see rraterially that there are sme good things that have been
cbne.

'Ihey've put up roads, built roads, and industries.

Basically

what they do, is they say "For the gcx::xi of the People" which is, after

a fashion gcx:>d rraterially for the people, but their first aim of OJurse

is gcx:xl for the r:artY.

'Ihatls their aim, and the in:li.vidual does rot
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oount.

'lbey claim they say that themselves.

'fuat's no secret.

So

one has to get their t.hinking, and heM does one begin under a place
like that to try to let people realize that he/she as an individual is
And their t.hinking of honesty--I think it would siIrply be,

iJrpJrtant?
~ll,

I oouldn't live there and not De able to teach what I believe.

'l11ere's just "00 go" there.

It would be, I rrean, well, yes, I'm not

so sure aJ:::x::>ut that either-it would shcM. Because I kn::M missionaries
,
who went
for rrany m:my years, and I approved. 'll1.ey were oot

-rorurkey

allowed, but they were also working in hospitals, arrl they told me that
the people would say "Mlat does your book say?

house for you to tell us?"
scrrething.

May we core ot your

If that would be allowed, that would be

It's also true anong the Musli.ms, you see.

is personal v.urk.

So IT'lI.ld1 of it

'lbey have to see it in you, and they say, "We see

that you have sarething

~

don't have and we ffied. it and we want it."

Arrl then they begin to ask what it is and th"" you answer questions.
So, yes, I can see where it would be p:JSsible, but it w:Juld be very

different flXl1\ what we did.

I remerrber when you gave Dave and rre a ride back last t.irre

c.ARI..SCN:

that, and I think you'll agree. with me, that living overseas dlanges
a person.

CARLSON:
again.

And I was just v.ondering if you had ever reflected on that
fk:M do

you think living in Otina dlanged you?

I krx::M that liv-

ing overseas definitely has changed ne, and. that's a question I often

ask myself.
VEI.J:t.1AN:

Ht:::w does that foreign experien:::e change a person?

I often say I I m half Orinese and half Arab traveling on Uncle
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sam

I

5 pasSport.

It I 5 a little bit hard at krxM where to pick it

~

because, for one thing-I'm th.inki.ng of a man-he's either a Chinese or

a Japanese, 1 ' m not sure, this was oot a tersonal
orE

~ienoe--but sare-

asked this person who was returning to his councry I he had been here

a while, am asked .mat he thought.

'!he thing he picked up :imnedi.ate1y

was he said, "'lhe way you treat your older pec:ple."
was very, very different in arina.

'Ihis, of course,

I think that there are other things.

It's just a little bit han! to kIXM how to pick up because they're things
you do am things you inbibe without even realizing it.

Ard of course

you have a broader vieNPOint, you accept differences rrore easily.
cx:>lor of people doesn't make any difference to rre.

'!he

And I would, all these

OJinese am Japanese here am the Arabs, they don't kIXM it when they
see ne, but I could I'1t my
them.

atIl5

around them am hug them am talk to

But to other perple they're strangers.

Ard I'm a stranger to them

because 1 ' m just arother P.ireri.can, but as I see them, I just feel akin

with them.
ClIRl:SCl'l:

You nentioned that you felt like you "",re half Chinese.

Vhat

nakes you feel like that?
\1E:U.MAN:

Well, 1 1 m sure you l.II'i3erstand, too, there's often... Of course

I spent close to 40 years, although I ha1 my furloughs in there, when
~

are on furlough and still in active mission 'voOrk, our whole furlough

is spent-at least in IT¥ case it was-st'l.xl'.ling arrl preparing to go

back, so that even though you're living in your hare countJ:y and you see
things am you do get new viewpoints, your reason for being here am all

that you're <bing is to prepare you for \<t1at you're liVing in over there.

sa that you I re still there, rrentally.

we just think in a different way.

'lbere are things.

It I 5 very hard...

I can I t think of anythi.ng that c:x::xres
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up sanet.i.rres arrl so often, of course, any' exarrples will

other oountries.

cx::ne fran the

I hesitate, scrretirres, when I'm teaching Bible but when

I lived in the Middle East, it's where the Bible began an:i things with
Qrinese are things over there that you see and care to mind and you use

that as an exarrple.

CARISCN:

It's just your life, that's all.

D:> you think your family noticed changes in you like that?

'Ihat you had cc:rre back not so much Arrerican, but rraybe a little rrore
QU.n.ese?

VEU::MAN:

1 1 m not sure h.c:w much they noticed..

I think. one thing they

noticed an1 that is the very closeness that the missionaries have one
with another.

'!hat I'm sure.

It's our family over there, and we've

lived and cried and wept and rejoiced and played and prayed and did all

these things together for so long.

'lhere are people who say "After all

this tiJre., you must Be just like the rest of us,"

out those years.

Arrl there are certain things.

but you don't knock

I'm sure it's not only

having, well, living abroad you do get a broader vievp::dnt, you get a
different viewp;:,int from always just living in one sp:>t, no matter where
you are.

I think, too, there are things you oould tell sene people, and

I think of the kids, the mission children when they corre hare.

I rerrem-

her one was in schcx:>l and hte tead1er said this--it har;.pens to be Middle

East, but it har;:pens in 01.ina, too.
the tirre and. he was in scru:::ol arxl

He'd been taught by his rrother all

~atever

doing what the usual Arrerican st1.rlent

grades.

he was doing, he wasn't

~uld

be doing.

He was in the

An:i she looked at him and said, IlHaven't you ever been in

schcx:ll before?"
was taught in...

And he said, "No. II

And he hadn't been.

And one of these mission

East was sURX>sed to write an experience.

You see, he

children fran the Middle
Well, his experience was oot
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J\lrerican, so he wrote and told h<M he visited the palace and played
with the princess and prince arrl so on--it \\Uuld be the prince, likely
not the princess if he was a

roy-and so on.

'!he teacher called the

rrother and said, "Your boy can sure tell tall tales. t1
what he had said, and the teacher told her.

exactly what he's done."

'lhe nother asked

"Well," she said, "that's

You see, there are things that you scrretines,

you don't talk about-the mission .kids, tcx:>, they've told me.

loon't

tell my experiences often because people think I'm bragging or ... it's

just different.

And I think that we get that way too, because I often

find ll¥self not talking to people who kn:M nothing of ll¥ background, not
beginning because it would have to be such a long explanation to a:rne

to this point that I just refrain fran talking.

And feOple in my family

too will say, "Vhen you get with that one you can do a lot of talking,"
but there are so nany details that you have to begin with.

Well, you

kn:M that yourself.

I'm just curious as to what happens because I lve

CARI.SC>N:

~

that

to happen.
VEillMAN:

I think that's t:m:le with. anybody who has had a very different

experience--people caning fran another oountly.

I fi.nd. this true, too,

that when 1 1m in a group and if there is a person fran arnther oountry
in that group, that person and I can very quickly feel kinship because
VJe

have a backgrotmd..

foreigners.

person.

Arrl I've been invite::1 when people have invited

"W;:>uld you mind coming for dinner?

We I re having this

;e think that you can help us." And it helps the person because

you have a background.
~:

One of your students, I'm not sure how to pronounce her narre,
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she was a first year student and her nether,

n::JW'

this is out of your

notebook, Oliu Rlo was taken for, then you had three x's

am.

they ~

a wealthy landlord family.
VEU::MZ\N:

She was in Oriu Eho, that1s the area that was taken.

CARLSCti/:

You said that her rrother, or sene student's rrother, had been

with her family and then taken.

VEU!-1AN:

Taken, you see.

I

~dn't

FerllaPs

:renenber that particular

instance, but this was a situation that was a:mron and still is in a
'!hey were people who had a fair arount of property;

sense.

NcM it

"'UUld not be, I \'oOuld think, anyt:hi.ng like sate of the IcMa famers,

for instanre, but it
of a thing.
lie did

~

be rrore than just a house

am

a garden ki.rrl

Ard they were wealthy because they had done -...11 in farming.

mt have a lot of that feOOa1 system.

as nn.x:h of that in Alloy as theY had up oorth.

&It anyway, we didn't have
&It i f they were wealthy,

theY would be taken.
CARIBCN:

Would they be like sharecrowers?

VELlM\N:

We really didn't have

sharecrowers there but I think probably

it was scrrebody who awned quite a lot and had a house and had llOrey.
'lbay suwosed that theY-I reTeIli:>er one of the students, a graduate,
said to Ire, "'lbay talk about getting us all to the sarre level, but

theyt re not raising our level, they're lowering us all to the sarre
level."

'!hat was her intel:pretation.

take that rroney away fran them.

Anybody with llOrey, they.ould

'!hat is the o:mnunist was of doing it.

t d::m't rE!iIBlber that particular incident, though.

thing.

It is a o:::mron
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CAR[SCN,

I ooted also that it was =recl that Chiang Kai-shek was in

lvroy before it fell, maybe. in '49?

\IEUlWIN:

I

was

~

aware of it i f he himself """" through th<>-re.

ships carre through there in '49, but I don't

Le:IBlber

The

that, w.

CARLSON:

D:> you feel that there are still O1ristians in China?

~:

Many!!

l'e kn:Jw there are still neny, very camti.tted Olristians

in the IVroy, South Fukien area-sare in and out of jails as they refuse
to be silent Christians but wi~s openly to Q::xi, Jesus as the only

Savior of the world ... ~

~

to rreet in groups-dlurch buildings

confiscated by the CJ:mnunist governrrent--but
is

~

the Qlurch of O1rist

the buildings-but is there in the heart of His

fol1~s.

During the 1967-69 CUltural Revolution Bibles and Hyrm books were
confiscated arrl bumed-sare were saved by the people; sc:rre are being

sent in
~:

roN

by unique ways-P.T.L.

I don't have any rrore questions for

Miss Veldman.

TOil.

'Dlank you very nueh,
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